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Specification Data Sheet

To Specify
Galvin Specialised range of Emergency Deluge Showers 
and Eye/Face Washes provide the highest performance 
when you need it most.  The impeller action deluge 
shower head delivers a large volume of flushing liquid 
in a precise pattern to removes contaminates from the 
body.  The Aerated Eye Wash unit allows aerated water 
to gently and effectively wash away chemical and solid 
contaminates away from the eye and surrounding areas. 

Code: 

WS-SE607

Free Standing, Combination Deluge Showers with 
Aerated Eye/Face Wash Hand and Foot Operated

Combination Deluge Showers with Aerated  
Eye/Face Wash Hand and Foot Operated

Environment
ISO 14001

Features
 - 25mm stay open full flow ball valve, 
 - Activated by a triangle pull rod.  Eye wash is supplied 

with a 15mm stay open full flow ball valve, 
 - Activated by a paddle handle or foot pedal. 
 - Manufactured to comply with AS 4775 - 2007.
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Specification Data Sheets

A business unit of

Typical Dimensions

Whilst all reasonable care has been taken in compiling the information in this document, the designs, dimensions and products shown are indicative only and should not be relied upon without our prior approval.  Due to our policy of continuous 

development, we reserve the right to alter any details of specifications or products without notice. All information, drawings, technical specifications and product designs remains the property of Galvin Engineering Pty Ltd.

Technical Specifications
Shower 

Shower Head: 200mm ABS Cycolac

Valve: 25mm Stainless Steel

Activator: 304 Stainless Steel

Stanchion: 304 Stainless Steel

Eye/Face Wash 

Eye/Face Wash: Aerated,

Valve: 12mm Stainless Steel

Activator:  304 Stainless Steel

Base Plate:  304 Stainless Steel

Foot Pedal Assembly:  304 Stainless Steel

Operation
The shower is activated by pulling the triangle pull rod. 
Once the valve is activated the head will continue to 
discharge water until the valve is manually closed, this is 
done by pushing the pull rod to the off position. The eye 
face wash is activated by pushing the paddle handle 
back 90 degrees. The unit will operate until the paddle 
handle is manually pulled back to the

Testing
The Australian Standard AS 4775 states that all safety 
equipment shall be activated on a weekly basis to 
flush the line and verify proper operation. All products 
furnishes a testing tag with each unit. On this tag the 
date of the inspection and the inspectors initials should 
be noted.

Installation
After unpacking carton, make sure all components 
are present. Mark out the floor and mount the bottom 
stanchion section using suitable anchors. Then 
assemble top section (Use pipe sealant on all joints).  
Assemble pull rod and shower head, attach paddle 
handle and foot pedal. Once the unit is completely 
assembled connect water supply to 25mm top inlet 
nipple. Failure to use potable can result in emergency 
units producing impure or contaminated water causing 
possible further injury. Test unit

Performance Standards & Approvals
 - Manufactured to comply with AS4775 - 2007

Accessories
WS-SETAG - Weekly Test Tag For Emergency Shower 
and/or Eye Wash - 52 Week, Waterproof (Pk 10)

WS-SGN02 - Safety Sign for Emergency Shower - 300 
x 225

WS-SGN04 - Safety Sign for Emergency Shower and 
Eye Wash - 450 x 200

WS-SGN06 - Safety Sign for Emergency Shower and 
Eye Wash - 300 x 225
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